
a change from defrosting with electric elements to water defrost and a change 
to electronic expansion valves.

The plant was commissioned ahead of the start of the 2012 Orange River 
table grape season.  The power bill at the end of the season provided valuable 
evidence that the energy savings were real and not mere a thumb suck. 
The reduction in cooling time by 6 hours and the lower energy bill are clear 
indications that the replacement of the complete refrigeration plant was a wise 
business decision.

The personal relationships between NS Elektries, Omdraai Estate (Willie du 
Plessis) and Kevin Schlemmer goes back many years and proved invaluable in 
coming up with an affordable design with attractive life cycle costs.

The original 1999 plant was installed by Wimpie’s father who started NS 
Elektries & Verkoeling 
in 1985 and has since 
handed over the reins 
to his son. With a 
staff of 20,the primary 
business of NS Elektries 
and Verkoeling remains 
contracting in the 
farming sector (export 
table grapes, dates & 
citrus), as far a field as 
600 kms from their base 
in Kakamas.
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Post	Harvest	Cooling

Change	in	Design	Reduces	Energy	
Usage	in	Grape	Cooling

After cooling tonnes of freshly harvested table 
grapes for two months of each year since 1999, 
Willie du Plessis of Omdraai Estate in Kakamas 
decided to upgrade his rapid cooling tunnels.

The refrigeration plant installed in 1999 had three multi-plex racks supplied 
by AC & R Components in Cape Town.  “Because of the harsh ambient 
conditions, the heavy duty for 2 months of the year and then idle for 

10 months, the plant life of 12 years can be equated to a life of 20 years of 
continuous operation in an area of moderate climate”, Kevin Schlemmer of 
Phoenix Racks.

To improve the cooling time of pallets of packed grapes in the cooling 
tunnels and to make use of current technology to reduce energy usage, it was 
decided to replace the refrigeration plant room equipment and maintain the 
existing evaporators and water cooled condensers.

In August 2012, NS Elektries and Verkoeling of Kakamas replaced the 
existing three multiplex racks with a single Phoenix Rack with three Bitzer semi-
hermetic compressors with a total cooling capacity of 163,5 kW at -60C suction 
and 350C condensing.

The new rack installed by Wimpie Spangenberg and his crew of NS 
Elektries has reduced 
the time to cool 20 
pallets of grapes (each 
having 180 cartons of 
4,5 kg) from 18 to 12 
hours in each of the 
three tunnels.

Power usage 
has been reduced by 
approximately 20% by 
changing from three to 
only one rack, a VSD 
(Variable Speed Drive) 
on the lead compressor, 

Loading of Refrigerated vehicles is done undercover for protection from harsh 
ambient

The new Phoenix Rack replaced the 3 racks  
installed in 1999

The evaporative condensers 

The Omdraai team: (l to r) Danie van Zyl and Kevin Schlemmer (Phoenix Racks), 
Willie du Plessis (Omdraai Estate) and  Wimpie Spangenberg (NS Elektries) The variable speed drives have improved the COP of the new plant
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